I am a student at the Vitebsk State of Technological and I had an
opportunity to study one semester in Poland according Erasmus+ . Therefore,
now I am studying at the Bialystok University of Technology and my major is
Programmer at the Faculty of Computer Science.
Have been studing at this university since the end of February, now I can
say that the education level performed here is very high. I am sure in this
because I had 6 professional-orientated subjects with highly-educated and
patient teachers, who explained the most difficult questions for me in the easiest
way. Moreover, all these 6 classes were about different spheres in
programming, which helped me to expand my knowledge. All laboratory
classes were not the same, so I was very curious to solve the given exercises and
interested to see what will be next one. In addition, all teachers helped me when
I had any complicated questions, for instance: showed the right solution or just a
similar task, always gave many books connected with the subject, which solved
my problems up.
If it comes to the accommodation on the campus, firstly it is very close to
the university( it takes approximately 5 minutes to get to my faculty), secondly,
my room is comfortable, I had an access to the Internet and sport facilities.
When I had some problems with the lightning in my room, I went down to the
administration office and they all were very polite to me, moreover solved my
problem out, it means that all personal is ready to help you at any time.
And, the most quite city I have ever been to is Bialystok. Here I wonder
how the city can be so green, everywhere are parks with people jogging,
running or bicycling. The city is small so you can feel yourself safe as if you are
in your hometown, moreover because of this reason it takes only 30 minutes to
get to my favorite place- palace Branitskih, which is one of the famous
sightseeings in the Bialystok.
In fact, I love Bialystok and studying at BUT, because this city is the ideal
place to get a high level of education, but the main thing is that I found here
many different nationality friends, talking about their own special cultures and
traditions, trying national dishes and being close to each other.
I am very glad to be the part of this Erasmus+ and for the extremely
awesome opportunity to spend the summer semester in Bialystok being the part
of international team students.

